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Tap Water Filtration System
View Item→
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Squeeze Water Filtration System
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MINI Water Filtration System
View Item→
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Bottle Water Filtration System
View Item→
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Micro Squeeze Water Filtration System
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One Gallon Gravity Water Filtration System
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Dual Threaded MINI Water Filtration System
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Personal Water Filtration Bottle
View Item→
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International Bucket System
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Water Filtration




Permethrin Fabric Treatment
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Picaridin Insect Repellent
View Item→
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Controlled Release Insect Repellent
View Item→
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MAXI DEET Insect Repellent
View Item→
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Insect Repellent




The Extractor™ Pump Kit
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Sam Splint Kit
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First Aid




Stay-Put SPF 30 Sunscreen
View Item→
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Sunscreen
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Clean Water for All
Clean Water for all of Marshall Islands
Through the installment of Sawyer filters, all of Marshall Islands will receive access to clean water in 2023.
Locate
→


Clean Water for Honduras
Clean Water for Honduras International Project
Locate
→


Disaster Relief 
The cost of transporting high volumes of water or bottled water gets expensive and heavy real quick. Sawyer gravity filtration system and tap filtration systems not only provide significantly more clean water, they also make room for other incredibly important medicine and supplies.
Locate
→


Sawyer Filters Save Rural Families in Fiji over $600/year
With the help of Sawyer filters, Fiji will become one of the first nations with a border to border clean water solution. Sawyer filters will bring clean water to the nearly 25% of the population that does not have access to a treated water supply.
Locate
→


Liberia. A Humanitarian First
With the help of Sawyer filters, Liberia is now the first developing country with clean water, border to border, as of December of 2020.
Locate
→






Impact




Donate to Sawyer Foundation
Change people's lives around the world by making a tax-deductible donation to The Sawyer Foundation.
Learn More
→


Become a Partner
Join us on our mission to change the world by partnering with us to help bring clean water to those in need.
Learn More
→


Rotary: Sawyer
Join your local Rotary Club’s effort or get your club involved.
Learn More
→


Charities and Churches
See how your charity or church can help bring clean water and hope to developing nations.
Learn More
→


Get to Know Sawyer
Follow our international blog or our Instagram page.
Learn More
→






Get Involved




International Page










Community
Life Outdoors
Stories and experiences encompassing a spread of outdoor enthusiasms, from the Backcountry to the Backyard™. What keeps you outdoors?
View Blogs
→


From the Squad
Campfire conversations with our community, from Squad Members and  Sawyer Ambassadors to Brand Partners and the Sawyer team.
View Blogs
→


Media Mentions
Reviews and guides from third party media. What are others saying about the performance of Sawyer products?
View Blogs
→


Impact Stories
Updates from families, individuals, NGOs, and Sawyer International on our mission to bring sustainable, clean drinking water across the globe.
View Blogs
→


Tips & Guides
Gear tips, trail guides, and more
View Blogs
→


Reviews
Product reviews and media mentions
View Blogs
→


Here at Sawyer
News from Sawyer HQ in Tampa Bay, FL, including product updates and recent brand developments.
View Blogs
→
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The Sawyer Squad
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Where to buy
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Clean Water Changes Lives
We say yes as often as possible to millions who need our help and expertise – delivering water filters, saving lives.
LEARN MORE


[image: Sawyer three water drops icon]Lives impacted
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The World of Difference We Create Together
What started with one charity partner in 2008, has become 140 partners. Our commitment to using water filters to save lives is unwavering in light of the stark need. Hundreds of millions of people around the world are still without clean water. This work feeds our hearts and souls. 

The three main categories our products are used are:
·Transformational
·Disaster Relief
·Refugee Camps

The Transformational programs have the longest impact potential. These programs typically allow for thorough training and maintenance lessons that can allow our water filters to last 10+ years. Disaster relief programs often happen too fast for sufficient training but offer the rapid response needed for water needs in emergency situations. In refugee camp situations, the filters offer effective solutions while remaining highly portable. 





























95%
Waterborne Illness Reduction









2,000
Liters Filtered a Day














10+
Years Lifespan per System
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Clean Water for all of Marshall Islands
[image: Marshall Islands]Marshall Islands


Through the installment of Sawyer filters, all of Marshall Islands will receive access to clean water in 2023.
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Clean Water for Honduras
[image: Honduras]Honduras


Since 2008, Sawyer has teamed up with over 140 non-profits in more than 80 countries to provide personal filtration systems to communities lacking access to clean drinking water. Since the first install, Sawyer and our partners have impacted over 28 million lives.
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Disaster Relief 
[image: Disaster Relief ]Disaster Relief 


The cost of transporting high volumes of water or bottled water gets expensive and heavy real quick. Sawyer gravity filtration system and tap filtration systems not only provide significantly more clean water, they also make room for other incredibly important medicine and supplies.
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Sawyer Filters Save Rural Families in Fiji over $600/year
[image: Fiji]Fiji


With the help of Sawyer filters, Fiji will become one of the first nations with a border to border clean water solution. Sawyer filters will bring clean water to the nearly 25% of the population that does not have access to a treated water supply.
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Liberia. A Humanitarian First
[image: Liberia]Liberia


With the help of Sawyer filters, Liberia is now the first developing country with clean water, border to border, as of December of 2020.






A Sustainable Difference
Products with Purpose
Offering clean water for a day or a week isn’t enough. A healthy water supply needs to be sustainable to make an impact. We create lasting change with:
	The highest commitment to quality filters that last longer. Some Sawyer filters have been in consistent use for 10+ years. 
	Charity partnerships that offer long-lasting support through education and ongoing programs
	Sustained follow-up to track real-time health and financial progress in the communities helped.



LEARN ABOUT THE SAWYER STANDARD
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Our International Distributors

view all distributors
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Australia
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Yooralla Youth Ministries Australia


3 Rufus Avenue
Glenwood, NSW 2768, Australia




+0466 391 988




Email distributor






















VISIT WEBSITE
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[image: Panama]Panama
South America
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TEC Panama, SA
Marc Henrich





+14155967536 




Email distributor






















VISIT WEBSITE
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[image: Australia]Australia
Australia
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Survival Supplies Australia






+61 8 6391 8080




Email distributor






















VISIT WEBSITE
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Our Partners in Giving
It’s our honor to work with 140+ charities in 80 countries. These dedicated non-profits and volunteers change the world one life at a time. Their work on the ground helps us impact 25+ million people with clean, healthy water.

view all partners
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Water With Blessings
S - Z

Water with Blessings partners with mothers of children under 5, equipping and empowering them to bring clean water to their families and communities.
View More info
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The Bucket Ministry
S - Z

A ministry comprised of many different churches, countries and walks of life, The Bucket Ministry shares the gift of clean, safe drinking water to communities the world.
View More info
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One ATTA Time
M - R

One ATTA Time exists to bring healing to children around the world by providing short and long term life essentials to those dying from preventable diseases.
View More info
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Products with Purpose

[image: Product image of the Sawyer Bucket Adapter Kits]Bucket Adapter Kits
Simple to use and easy to clean, Sawyer Bucket Adapter Kits are the best-in-class for bacteria removal and life change.
Simple to use and easy to clean, Sawyer Bucket Adapter Kits are the best-in-class for bacteria removal and life change. Using technology taken from kidney dialysis, Sawyer water filters use Hollow Fiber Membranes.

view product
[image: Product image of the tap filtration system.]Paving the way

Tap Filtration System
The Sawyer Tap Filter removes biological contaminants, guaranteeing immediate clean drinking water when you need it most.
It’s the ideal component for use during natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, fires, and earthquakes. Hitting the road? Consider the Tap Filter your pocket-sized peace of mind for.

view product
[image: A Sawyer Gravity Water Filtration System]Collapsible Gravity Systems
Offering 1 and 2 gallon capacities, Sawyer Gravity Systems are lightweight, robust solutions for filtering large quantities of water – anywhere.
In an emergency? Filter water for a group in as little as 7 minutes with a Sawyer Gravity System. Portable and durable, these systems are ideal for aid during natural disasters.

view product
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How to
Get Involved

Donate to Sawyer Foundation
Your gift provides clean water to communities in developing countries through Sawyer's water filters and bucket systems. These are saving lives all over the world by combining our water filters with the tubing and accessories needed to convert a 5-gallon bucket into a low-cost and long-lasting gravity water filtration system.

learn more

Become a Partner
We have the life changing water filtration technology but we also need more help getting these filters installed around the world. Join us on our mission to change the world by partnering with us to help bring clean water to those in need.


learn more

Rotary: Sawyer
Sawyer is proud to partner with Rotary Clubs around the world. Learn how Rotary is working toward the UN Millennium Development Goal of bringing clean, safe drinking water to everyone. Join your local Rotary Club’s effort or get your club involved.

learn more

Charities and Churches
We are fortunate to work with a variety of charities and churches who are on a mission to make a long lasting impact in the lives of those around the world without access to clean drinking water. See how your charity or church can help bring clean water and hope to developing nations.

learn more

Get to Know Sawyer
Inspired? Follow our international blog or our Instagram page. Or sign up for our newsletter to hear about giving happening all over our world.

learn more






Impact Stories
There’s nothing like seeing hearing from those who are personally touched by the promise of clean water. Explore their stories and lift your soul; you’ve made this work possible.
view all impact stories


Impact Stories
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Disaster Aid have donated 74 Sawyer Water Filters to improve Maternal Health
February 7, 2024
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Impact Stories
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'Give Clean Water' 10-Year Aniversary
February 7, 2024
[image: ]NBC San Diego






Impact Stories
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Press Release: Hurricane Harvey and Sawyer Products
February 7, 2024
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[image: ]Join the Club. Sign up for our newsletter


If you like, we'll send you outdoor content that brings you happiness. Nothing annoying, ever.
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Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


[image: ]We value your privacy. View privacy policy.





[image: Sawyer blue logo]We keep you outdoors, from the backcountry to the backyardTM.
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